Introduction
In order to reduce the running cost of distribution system and improve the stability and reliability of power supply, the power enterprises begin to study how to implement the distribution automation data communication system. Power Enterprises should pay more attention to the construction of distribution automation data communication system, and effectively realize the automation, modernization and high efficiency, thus providing the users with stable and reliable power supply, gradually enlarging the user scope and improving the economic benefit of the electric power enterprise.
Communication Network system architecture of distribution automation system 1 10KV and above substation communication within the power grid has been fully covered with optical fiber, the typical "hand-held" two-point protection access structure as shown in Figure 1 , OLTL and OLT2 are installed in different substation, ONU installed in the switch station, Each ONU is connected to the OLTL and OLT2 located in two substations through different optical paths, and the single optical path interruption or the failure of the individual OLT device can be protected by ONU choosing to access different OLT. Figure 2 EPON "hand-holding" single point protection access structure When the distribution of the grid is not satisfied with the "hand-holding" two point access to different substation, it should be at the switch station link at both ends of two different optical path, realizing "hand in hands" single point of protection access to the same substation, so a separate optical path interruption can be effectively protected. EPON "Hand-holding" single point protection access structure as shown in Figure 2 .
Processing and realization of data acquisition in distribution automation system
(1) Control integration system data acquisition. The control integration system transmits the data file to the front machine through the CIM model, and the front computer parsing data file writes the real-time value to the database. Real-time three-phase total and phase active power 15min 3
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Power Freeze Time The whole point, the day 8 Event logging Immediate active escalation (4) Data acquisition of electric energy acquisition system. The data of electric energy is collected from the database, and the interface adopts the way of API, OPC Server and ODBC. Data acquisition of battery on-line monitoring system. The lower layer equipment of battery monitoring system provides the OPC way, and the data is interacted with the battery monitoring system in the way of OPC, and the upper layer of the battery monitoring system is used to obtain the data from the integrated information platform in the way of API. The main data types are collected as shown in table 4. (2) Front information interface. A front-end parameter information base that provides an interface to the front-end shared memory. Provides access to the on-duty port information, sets/Gets the predecessor object status flag, sets/Gets the predecessor information status. Set up, get the front object state, information and other interfaces. The function interface is as follows:
Operational evaluation of data acquisition in distribution automation system
The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process is used to evaluate the operation State of distribution automation.
(1) To establish a hierarchical structure model. Firstly, the model of power distribution automation operation evaluation system should be constructed. 
Conclusion
In order to realize the construction of distribution network automation effectively, it is necessary to carry out the construction of distribution network data communication system. Adhere to the corresponding design principles, local conditions to choose the appropriate construction plan, so as to gradually implement the distribution automation data communication system construction, effectively improve distribution network operation efficiency, to provide more high-quality reliable power supply.
